Abstract. In this article, we consider a discrete time service facility system under MDP structure. Decisions are taken at discrete time epochs to control both admission and service processes in the service facility system. Here the queue before the server is divided into eligible queue(with finite capacity N) and an unlimited potential queue. The number of arrivals and service completion with rate b follow general distributions with probability mass functions (p.m.f) ( ) p ⋅ and ( ) b q ⋅ respectively. Control systems are used to(i) transfer customers from potential queue to eligible queue and (ii) change the service rate depending on the number of customers in the system. The system is formulated as a Markov Decision Process and an optimal control policy is obtained using Policy Iteration Method. Numerical example is provided to illustrate the problem with managerial insight.
Introduction
Markov decision Process is a versatile and powerful tool for analyzing probabilistic sequential decision models with finite/ infinite planning horizon. MDP is a fusion of two concepts Markov Process and Dynamic programming.
Last three decades, many researchers in the field of operations and resource management contributed many results (Berman and Sapna [3] , Berman and Kim [2] , Arivarigan [1] , Elango [5] , Krishnamoorthy [8] ). In most of the studies mentioned above, the system is considered as a Markov process with finite or infinite state space. The expressions for transition probability functions and the infinitesimal generator matrix of the Markov process are derived. The steady state probability distribution of the states has been found. Then by computing proper system performance measures and imposing respective cost structure, the cost analysis is done to get the optimal parameters of the system. So for in the literature on discrete/continuous MDP models only admission control or service rate control problems are studied. We believe that an integrated approach like Markov Decision Process model is most appropriate to study service facility system (Queues-Inventory) and Machine maintenance systems (MachineSpares). Berman and Sapna [4] studied one such service facility-inventory system under MDP structure using LPP method to control the service rates. Hild Mohamed et al. [6] analyzed a Markov decision problem: Optimal control of servers in a service facility holding perishable inventory with impatient customers.
In this paper, we imposed the Markov Decision Process (MDP) frame on a simple service facility (Queue system) to implement sequential decision making on both admission and service rate. This kind of decision problems arrive in feed back control of engineering systems, portfolio management and supply chain management etc. The standard mathematical formulation of this problem involves MDPs. Thus the states of the system is modeled as Markov chain, whose transitions probabilities depends on the appropriate action choices, by considering the state action dependent reward incurred at each stage.
Recently Kim [7] considered the admission control and the inventory management problem of a make-to-order (MTO) facility with a common component, which is purchased from a supplier under stochastic lead time with setup cost. Arriving demands of MTO type (customized types) are satisfied by using common (single) component. Selvakumar et al. [11] considered a discrete time MDP in a service facility system in which inventory is maintained to complete the service. Decisions are taken at discrete time epochs to control both admission and inventory control in service facility systems. Control system is used to transfer customers from potential queue to eligible queue, but with single demand class.
In this paper, we try to control both the admission and service in a service facility system under periodic review (equally spaced time epochs). The queue before the server is divided into eligible queue and potential queue. Here, we use policy iteration method to optimize the expected total reward. In the last section a numerical example is provided to illustrate the model.
Model description
We formulate the model as follows: Decision epochs of the system correspond to the beginning of each period (Figure 2 ). The system is observed every Admissions to the service facility is controlled, by observing the number of customers in the system (eligible queue + server). Service is controlled by selecting a service rate from the set of rates B= 1 2 { , } b b . The service rates 1 b and 2 b denote the high and low efficiency servers respectively and they can be changed depending on the number of customers in the system. Assume that the maximum capacity of waiting space is N (finite). Arriving number of customers to service facility system follows a probability mass function ( ) p ⋅ and the arriving customers are placed in potential queue. Possible number of service completion follows a general probability mass function ( ). q ′ ⋅ in period t+1 means that a sever change occurs. Maximum number of customers to be admitted at time epoch t = maximum capacity of waiting space (N) -Number of customers in the eligible queue. Remaining customers are assumed to be rejected. All serviced customers depart the system at the end of period.
Main results

MDP formulation
We consider the problem as MDP having five components (tuples) ( )
State Space: 
Rewards:
The expected reward as a function of state and action is 
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The expected number of service completion in period t is given by
and the server changing cost is given by
The stationary reward structure consist of three components: the reward r for service completions and a waiting cost 
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The t -step transition probabilities of the Markov chain under policy R is given by
V s R denote the total expected reward over the first t decision epochs with initial state ( )
r -reward for service completion; w -waiting cost of customer/period; ( , ) c ⋅ ⋅ -service cost for server per period; r φ -number of customers served per period; L -number of customers in the eligible queue + 1 in service counter;α -denote the current service rate.
Reward analysis
The average reward function ( ) s g R is given by ( ) ( ) ( ) 
where ' s µ denote the mean recurrent time from state ( )
, , , , i i i .
The relative value associated with a given policy R provides a tool for constructing anew policy * R whose average reward is more than that of the current policy R .
The objective is to improve the given policy R whose average reward is ( ) g R and relative value ( ) ( ) ( )
.
By constructing a new policy R such that for each s= ( )
, ,
, we obtain an improved policy * R with ( ) ( )
We have to find the optimal policy * R satisfying (1) 
Algorithm
Step 0: (Initialization) Choose a stationary policy R for the periodic review based admission and service control in service facility system with inventory.
Step 
where i is an arbitarily chosen state in S = .
The new stationary policy * R is obtained by choosing * s R a = .
Step 3: (Convergence test) If the new policy * R R = (the old one), then the searching process stops with policy R . Otherwise go to Step 1 with R replaced by new * R .
Numerical example
Consider a MDP formulation of a service facility system under periodic review which controls the transfer of customers from potential queue to eligible queue and change the service rate. Decisions at equidistant time epochs are taken to admit the eligible number of customers and select the service rate depending on the number of customers in the system.
For the system, we assume, 5 N = . The state space become ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) { } per period is assumed for changing service rate (b1 to b2 or b2 to b1) .
Computational procedure
For any given policy , R the policy improvement quantity is given by The new policy will be The new policy will be 
Conclusion and future research
In this article we presented an application of Markov Decision Process (MDP) for admission and service control using classical approach namely 'policy iteration'. The optimum admission of customers and service rates to be employed is found so that expected reward is maximized. We are currently studying Markov Decision Process in discrete time with admission and service control. In future we would like to extend the model to control both service and replenishment order simultaneously in a service facility with inventory management..
